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The Activate Games Philosophy

• Fun

• Easy to use

• Puts students in the center of 

the action

• Allows students lots of time for 

language practice

• Allows for 100s of variations

• Works for all levels 

• Complete resource AND a 

starter kit



Who plays Activate Games? 

And where?



Who plays Activate Games? And 

where?Outline



Playing Guess What? in the Classroom



What is Guess What?



Show students a Guess What? card

In the Classroom
1.Teacher

2.Students

3.Chairs

4.Books

5.Chalkboard

6.Desks

If you have a big 
class, write an 

example of a card 
on the board

http://elearningexperts.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/chalkboard_wood_black.png

http://elearningexperts.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/chalkboard_wood_black.png


Do a demo

1. Choose a card.

2. Don’t let students see the card.

3. Tell them the topic.

4. Let students know they should try to 

guess the word you are describing.

5. Describe the first word. When one 

student guesses correctly, move on to the 

next word. 

6. Describe all 6 words on the card.



http://dynamic.pixton.com/comic/d/7/u/3/d7u36inv3c538ls0.png
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Students get in groups of 3-5



Teaching Tip!

Time Your 

Students





One group demonstrates



Students PLAY!

 Distribute cards

 Circulate 

 Rotate cards



Review: Steps for Getting Students 

Ready to Play Guess What?

1. Show students a Guess What? card

2. Do a demonstration (with the whole class)

3. Students get into group of 3-5 (quickly)

4. One of the groups does a demonstration

5. Distribute cards

6. Students play!

Note: make sure you have selected or made cards that 

are appropriate for your students level.



Create Your Own Guess What? Cards



Create Your Own Cards!

 Do you need special paper?

 Does each card need to have 6 words?

 Can the cards include student’s L1?



Create Your Own Cards

Based on your Curriculum 

http://www.esl.net/pdf/interchange_3ed_studb
k_lev0_unit6.pdf
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Who should create the cards?





Creating Cards with your Students



Other Guess What? Games

Mime the Words

Draw to Describe

Yes, No, Maybe

You Don’t Say



Yes, No, Maybe Instructions



You Don’t Say Instructions



americanenglish.state.gov



Playing Word Bricks in the Classroom



Word Bricks are downloadable

www.americanenglish.state.govamericanenglish.state.gov



You can print on both sides



What do you do with Word Bricks?









“Magic S” & “Wild Card”









S



With “Magic S”…

1. we can make 3rd-person singular 

verbs   (dance + s)

2. we can make nouns plural (dog +s)

3. we can change some words (s + end)

4. we can focus on corrections (we’ll see 

soon)



Correcting Students











Sentence Race: Add Points



Keep a Visible Scoreboard

One group’s 

score 





Add Your Own







“Here’re your Wild Cards”





DIY Tips

1. Have students make their own bricks

2. Use stones, plastic, cardboard

3. Incorporate small objects or pictures

4. Have a re-usable collection of word bricks  

(500 is easy!)

5. Make Magic S and Wild Card distinctive



Let’s Play!



the



Management Tips

1. Play in teams of 3-5

2. Have each group clear a playing surface

3. Forget the pens and paper!

4. Give points to create friendly competition. 

5. Make sure each team has at least one wild 

card and one Magic S

6. Give more wild cards to lower level groups

7. Rotate some Word Bricks every ten minutes 

from group to group.



How many bricks per group?



Many Possible Games

1. Sentence Race – Groups get points for each sentence they make 

2. Brick Bingo – a fun listening and word-recognition game

3. Sentence Boundaries – Challenge groups to make a sentence 

of exactly 8 words!

4. Longest Sentence – Which group can make the longest sentence 

with 20 bricks?

5. Sorting Race – Set the timer.  Which group is first to sort their 

bricks into pronouns, nouns, prepositions, and verbs?

6. Describe and Guess – like Guess What.  Describe a work on a 

brick until the rest of the group guesses it 

… and more!



Activate Brings Smiles









From Dwita, Indonesia













American English YouTube Channel

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBQ58amRJh3anfDtob6sBSQ
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Are You up for a Challenge?

Create Your Own Guess What? Cards!



Send us your photos!

 Action shots of students playing

 Guess What?

 Board Games

 Picture This

 Word Bricks

 Action shots of students 

making Activate material

Submit your photos to:
americanenglish@state.gov


